
Inventory levels and product
lines are the foundation on
which every archery business is

built and the stronger the founda-
tion the better the business. While
inventory levels and product lines
are equally important the approach
to determining the proper levels and
selection of each is completely dif-
ferent and are best addressed sepa-
rately. To make the best use of the
space available the following focuses
just on selecting the products you
intend to offer to your customers.

Maybe it is just because I am so
deeply involved in the sport but it
seems as if archery equipment is in a
constant state of change with new
items appearing in what seems like
an endless stream. The average con-
sumer is infected with the “what’s
new” bug as they pour through the
latest magazines, catalogs and spend
hours watching hunting shows or
checking out major archery web
sites. When something new catches
their eye you can bet they will soon
be at the local archery shop wanting
to see it or get the inside scoop on if

it works or not. 
This endless

parade of new equip-
ment is a challenge for
the dealer. At times it
can be difficult to sort
what may be the next
hottest seller from
items that appear great
but could wind up
hanging from a hook
collecting dust in three
short months. While
there is no one good
answer to this problem
lets see if we can apply
some logic to the selec-
tion process that makes
sense. 

Most shops carry
several major bow
brands around which
their business is built.
Often these lines are
determined by what lines were avail-
able when the shop was established.
As new models within these bow lines
appear they naturally migrate into
the inventory. However periodically
entirely new bows make their appear-
ance on the scene and the dealer is
faced with the decision to add them
to their line-up or pass up the oppor-
tunity and risk missing the next
“Mathews”. 

When evaluating a new bow
company there are several factors
that must be taken into considera-
tion. Does the bow offer a radical new
design or specific features that will
appeal to the bowhunter or is it just
“another bow” in a different camo
pattern?  The answer to that question
is critical as it will determine the con-
sumer’s level of interest, which
remember is normally brand loyal.
Does that new bow offer something
that will cause the consumer to not
only take a serious look but even
more important reach for his wallet?

Second and sometimes more difficult
to determine is the question, “Is this
new company on secure financial
footing and can they deliver the prod-
uct?”  I could fill my garage with prod-
ucts that seemed to start out like a
house afire only to quickly wither on
the vine when the company was
either not geared up to meet the
demand or brought the product to
market without adequate testing or
financial backing causing it to run
into manufacturing and delivery
problems. On second thought my
garage is filled with those items. While
this statement is primarily true with
new start-up companies it does not
mean that their product may not
become important to the sport. My
point is, take the time to investigate
and ask questions before making a
strong financial commitment to bow
lines on which your store’s reputation
and future could rest. 

While some caution is still
required when major new products
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First came the Whisker Biscuit, a full containment rest,
which was followed by the popular drop away designs. The
recently introduced TriVan Vanishing Rest from Mid
Atlantic combines the features of both of these designs.
The TriVan Vanishing Rest provides a full containment
brush rest which “drops” out of the way after a predeter-
mined amount of arrow travel. This combination of fea-
tures is making it a hot seller for this season.

The BackTrack GPS by Bushnell is inex-
pensive, compact and easy to use. It is ide-
ally suited for the bowhunter and it makes
a great gift item.

By Business Editor John Kasun
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are introduced by established com-
panies with proven track records, the
concern of stability and delivery
problems is normally greatly
reduced. Two such recent examples
of new bows being offered by estab-
lished companies were the DeadZone
by Limbsaver and the Quest series by
G5. The dealers who chose to add
these bows to their product line sim-
ply needed to focus on the features of
the bows and did not need to be as
concerned with the stability of the
company, making the decision to take
on the line much easier.

The number of radical new bow
designs or new bow companies
appearing on the market each year is
very small in comparison to the large
number of new archery related acces-
sory items being offered in the same
time period. By far the bulk of the
money to be made by selecting new
product lines is in the accessory mar-
ket, offering both the greatest reward
and the greatest risk. However select-
ing the best new archery related
accessory is probably one of the deal-

er’s most difficult decisions.   
Although it might seem to make

sense to simply play it safe and wait to
see what new items will be the best
sellers that logic almost guarantees
missing out on the often large surge
of sales that occurs with the introduc-
tion of a new popular item. A dealer
who asked to remain nameless told
me he remembered years ago when a
manufacturers rep showed him a hot
new item called a “grunt call”. The
dealer said, “I told that rep that first of
all no one could call a deer and sec-
ond anyone who bought one of those
things would have to be crazier than
the rep for trying to sell them. Within
six months of that meeting I was call-
ing every distributor I knew trying to
order grunt calls only to find every-
one was sold out. When I finally got
stocked up most of my customers
already had bought one from a com-
petitor.”  

There can be no better example
of “missing the boat” than the
Whisker Biscuit arrow rest that
appeared on the scene several years
ago. I have talked to numerous deal-
ers and distributors who decided to
pass when that rest was offered to
them. Few people grasped the true
advantage and potential of the full
containment rest. It seems as if every-
one except the consumer had doubts
about the design. Consumer demand
quickly made it one of the hottest
selling arrow rests for the next several
years. Although the dealers that
passed them up when they were first
introduced added them to their
inventory they missed the initial buy-
ing frenzy and the resulting extra
profit. 

There is only a small window of
opportunity to capture the early
surge of sales when it comes to find-
ing the next hot selling accessory.
Eventually every archery retailer will
have the item in question which lev-
els the playing field. However the
dealer that is first on the block to offer
it to his customers is the one that
makes the greatest profit from early
sales. They also benefit from the
increased traffic through the door
which results in additional sales of
related items as well.

Many dealers ArrowTrade talked

to recognized the value of these
potential hot sellers and make a con-
scious effort to find them. Several said
that they spend the first two days of
the ATA Show each year placing
orders for the bulk of their basic
inventory and specifically reserve the
last day of the show to search for
those new items they hope will
become the next Whisker Biscuit.

Making the right choice from the
many new items offered each year is a
combination of personal experience,
gut feel and dumb luck. Think back
over decisions that you made in the
past. Did you pick winners or losers?
Chances are you had some of each.
Making a mistake is not a sin unless
you don’t learn from it. Think about
the products you have added to your
inventory that were great sellers as
well as those that quickly could be
found marked down in the bargain
bin. Use your past experience to help
make better decisions in the future. 

Before adding any new product
to your inventory it should meet
some basic criteria, including but not
limited to the following. 

1.Is the product being considered
good for the sport? 

2.Does it offer features or technol-
ogy that makes it better than other
products in the same category?

3.Does it have easily recognizable
sellable features?  

4.Is the product being considered
advertised nationally?   

5.What are the risks versus
rewards?

6.Would I buy it for my personal
use?

7.Will the consumer buy it?

While it is natural to focus on
items that receive national advertis-
ing attention there are a number of
other items that can produce gener-
ous add-on sales as well. It could be
something as simple as one of the
many high-tech intense beam flash-
lights on the market such as the XT-
130 Tactical Torch from eGear. The
XT-130 is a lightweight flashlight that
projects a 130 lumen bright white
clear beam that is the perfect
bowhunting tool for following a blood
trail at night. 

Circle 190 on Response Card
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Although GPS units are perfectly
suited for the outdoorsmen many can
be extremely complicated to use
causing many shops to shy away from
stocking such items. Bushnell’s new
BackTrack GPS removes all the mys-
tery by offering a simple easy to use
unit. Push the button when you leave
your vehicle and when you want to
return push the button again and just

follow the arrow. It’s that easy.
Holding up to three locations the
BackTrack allows the hunter to find
his way back to camp or locate his
treestand in the dark. Inexpensive
and easy to use it makes an ideal add-
on sales item. These are just two
examples of the many excellent items
available that can expand a shop’s
product lines and offer its customers
more buying choices.

While the amount of hunting
equipment and accessories available

today can be overwhelming it also
offers the dealer unlimited add-on
sales opportunities. The best way to
take advantage of these opportunities
is to constantly keep your eyes open
for the next new “hot seller”.
Remember archery and bowhunting
are gadget driven sports. Bowhunters
not only love gear but they are con-
stantly looking for new items to buy.
To increase sales the dealer needs to
stay one step ahead of his customer
and find those items that will become
the next must-have gadgets.

The next time a customer comes
into your shop and asks, “What’s
new?”, be sure to have something to
show him.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

How does the BloodRunner broadhead
from New Archery Products meet our cri-
teria? Well, the hybrid design means it
flies well, cuts big and can’t fail to open,
all good for the sport. The technology is
certainly different than other mechanicals
as slight pressure on the tip cams out the
spring-loaded blades. Those are easily
recognizable and sellable features, and
the red ferrule adds to the recognition fac-
tor. The BloodRunner has strong, national
advertising support and the company
behind it is as solid as they come. I’d say
most retailers would be comfortable hunt-
ing with a head like this and that should
translate into strong sales this fall.

Today camo is made in China. They add

brighteners to enhance the colors of the

camo cloth. Research at the Univ. of GA,

has proven that deer see brighteners
as a "Blue UV Glow". Deer see

UV-Brighteners right through your

camo pattern. Deer see "Blue UV-
Glow" better than we see blaze orange!

This UV Glow can be fixed by treating

with UV-KILLER by Atsko and continued

washing with SPORT-WASH which

contains no brighteners.
1.800.845.2728 www.atsko.com

• First, wash it in SPORT-WASH  to

open the dye-sites 
• Then treat it once with U-V KILLER.

• Now You understand sight control.

DON'T HUNT WITH A UV-HANDICAP.
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